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SUMMARY

This research will investigate the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. This problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace is based on section 6 of the Employment Equity Act\(^1\) (EEA) which lays the foundation of this research.

In chapter one of this dissertation the background of our constitutional dimension is discussed as it is the cornerstone of our law.\(^2\) Chapter one also raises racial harassment and discrimination as a problem in the workplace. Chapter 2 discusses the pre-democratic, the transition to democracy and the post-democratic racial position in the workplace. Chapter 2 enables the reader to have a full understanding of South Africa's racial history particularly in employment. Chapter 3 analyses how South African courts address the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. This analysis is done by way of discussing cases that have dealt with racial harassment. Further issues that are discussed in chapter 3 are whether the sanction of dismissal imposed by courts in racial harassment and discrimination cases are appropriate. How courts address the sensitivity of employees towards racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace and finally the employers duty to protect employees from racial harassment and discrimination. This is done by way of a broader discussion of case law and section 60 of the EEA.

Chapter 4 is the comparative chapter where racial harassment and discrimination from the United States of America (USA) perspective is analysed and compared to South Africa. In this chapter the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is used to discuss the test that USA courts use to establish racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. The employer’s duty to protect employees from racial harassment is also discussed in chapter 4, as well as the tests used by courts to establish liability on the part of the employer in the USA. Chapter 5 includes recommendations on how courts and employers can ensure that the remedies that they impose on employees who are guilty

\(^1\) Act 55 of 1998.
\(^2\) See preamble of the Constitution,1996.
of racial harassment are effective in the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. This chapter will also contain concluding remarks.
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1. CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND

The South African apartheid political and legal systems were squarely based on inequality and discrimination. Apartheid dealt with the problem of scarce resources by systematically promoting the socio-economic development of the white population at the expense of the rest of society. As the Constitutional Court pointed out, apartheid systematically discriminated against black people in all aspects of societal life. The result of apartheid was that inferior facilities were provided to black people in housing, job access and education.

When the apartheid regime finally collapsed in the late 1980’s the emergence of a new democratic order in 1994 culminated in the adoption of the Interim Constitution. Surprisingly section 15 of the Interim Constitution, unlike section 16 of the final Constitution, did not have a qualification for free speech in the form of an express exclusion of ‘hate speech from constitutional protection. Section 15 of the Interim Constitution gives everyone the freedom of speech and expression which includes the press, other media, freedom of creativity and scientific research. While section 16(1)the final Constitution provides generally for freedom of expression, section 16(2) removes

---

3 Currie I and De Waal J The Bill of Rights Handbook 6th ed (Juta Cape Town 2013) 211.
4 Ibid.
5 Brink v Kitshoff 1996 4 SA 197 (CC) 41.
6 Note 1 above.
8 Thabane T & Rycroft A “Racism in the Workplace”2008 ILJ (29) 43.
9 Section 15 of the Interim Constitution.
from the ambit of general constitutional protection of expression that which propagates war, incites imminent violence and advocacy of hatred that is based on race, ethnicity, gender or religion and that constitutes incitement to cause harm.\(^\text{10}\)

In 1996 the equality clause\(^\text{11}\) of the final Constitution enjoined the enactment of national legislation to ‘prevent or prohibit’ unfair discrimination (section 9(4)).\(^\text{12}\) However before the enactment of the EEA the notion of ‘unfair discrimination’ first made its appearance in the 1988 amendment of the previous Labour Relations Act.\(^\text{13}\) Unfair discrimination was defined as the unfair discrimination by an employer against any employee solely on the grounds of race, sex or creed.\(^\text{14}\) The result of this was that any racial harassment or discrimination claim would be regarded as an unfair labour practice in terms of the LRA. Examples of where racial harassment and discrimination were regarded as unfair labour practices are in the cases of \textit{SACWU v Sentrachem}\(^\text{15}\) and \textit{Chamber of Mines v CMU}\.\(^\text{16}\)

In the \textit{SACWU}\(^\text{17}\) case, wage discrimination based on race was held to be an unfair labour practice.\(^\text{18}\) In the Chamber of Mines\(^\text{19}\) case the practices resting on the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ were considered to be unfair labour practices and thus amounted to racial discrimination.\(^\text{20}\) Racial harassment and discrimination were considered to be unfair labour practices until the enactment of the Employment Equity Act\(^\text{21}\) in which unfair discrimination in the workplace is dealt with in its own right rather than as a species of unfair labour practice. Chapter 1 of the EEA provides that the purpose of the Act is to achieve equity in the workplace by:

(a) “Promoting equal opportunity and fair treatment in employment through the elimination of unfair discrimination and

\(^{10}\) Section 16(2) of the Constitution.

\(^{11}\) Section 9 of the Constitution.


\(^{13}\) Act 28 of 1956 (LRA).

\(^{14}\) Section 1 of the LRA.

\(^{15}\) (1988) 9 ILJ 410 (IC) (SACWU case).

\(^{16}\) (1990) 11 ILJ 52 (IC) (Chamber of Mines case).

\(^{17}\) Note 13 above.

\(^{18}\) \textit{Ibid}.

\(^{19}\) Note 14 above.

\(^{20}\) \textit{Ibid}.

\(^{21}\) Act 55 of 1998 (EEA).
(b) Implementing affirmative action measures to redress the disadvantages in employment experienced by designated groups in order to ensure their equitable representation in all occupational levels in the workforce."^22

This research will be based on the first purpose of the EEA and analyse how courts and employers address the issue of racial harassment and racial discrimination in our democratic society based on dignity, equality and freedom. The above will be compared to the USA perspective concerning racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. Therefore, it is necessary to look into section 6(1) of the EEA which provides that:

"No person may unfairly discriminate, directly or indirectly against an employee in any employment policy or practice on one or more grounds including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, family responsibility, ethnic or social origin, colour, belief, political opinion, culture, language, birth, belief or any other arbitrary ground."^23

The EEA was followed by the enactment of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act^24 which is applicable outside the employment context. However, this research will not deal with an analysis of PEPUDA because it focuses on racial harassment and discrimination in the employment context.

---

^22 Chapter 1 of the EEA.
^23 Section 6(1) of the EEA.
2. RESEARCH PROBLEM

Harassment comes in a wide range of forms including verbal, non-verbal and physical conduct.25 Verbal conduct includes insulting, disrespectful, demeaning, intimidating or offensive remarks, comments, jokes, e-mails, probing and hinting.26 Sometimes it’s easy to misunderstand human interaction such as words, looks and gestures.27 Clearly the notion of racial harassment has to exclude an individual perception that is capable of resolution in a straightforward conversation between adults.28 However it raises the question that if the conduct persists at what stage does it become harassment?29 There is no definition of harassment in the EEA, but the Domestic Violence Act30 provides a definition of harassment which can be used as a guideline. According to section 1 of the DVA harassing can be defined as engaging in a pattern of conduct that causes the fear of harm to another person.31

Many employees have found themselves being victims of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace therefore this is indeed a problem in our society. This problem has made headlines in newspapers and labour courts have also been challenged with this problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace on a number of occasions. In 2011 the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace made headlines in the Mail and Guardian (M&G) newspaper where a professor at the University of Pretoria claimed that over the past decade white executives had been ganging up with the departments head to harass him.32

25McGregor M “Racial Harassment in the Workplace: Context as Indicata SA Transport & Allied Workers Union obo Dlamini & Transnet Freight Rail” 2009 ILJ 1692 (ARB) TSAR 650.
26 Ibid.
27 Le Roux R et al Harassment in the Workplace: law, policies and processes: (LexisNexis Durban 2010) 46.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Act 116 of 1998 (DVA).
31 Section 1 of the DVA.
In this article, the Higher Education Transformation Network (The Network) told the M&G that the professor’s long standing tiff with management was evidence of an organisational culture that was hostile to black employees. The Network also said what happened to Kachienga (professor) is happening to many black employees of the university because of its adverse institutional culture. The problem of racial harassment in the workplace also makes its way to the courts. The case of *Crown Chicken Farms (Pty) v Kapp & Others* is an example. In this case the first respondent a white male was employed by the appellant employer as a feedmill supervisor. On one occasion while the first respondent and other employees including Maxim were working nightshift, Maxim was injured on duty and needed to be taken to hospital.

It was alleged that the first respondent refused to call an ambulance and said “los die kaffir-laat vrek” (leave that kaffir to die). A disciplinary enquiry was held and the matter ended up in the Labour Appeal Court (LAC). In the LAC Nicholson JA acknowledged the fact that racism and racial harassment exists in the workplace and described racism as a plague and a cancer in our society which must be rooted out. Judge Nicholson went on to say that the use of racial insults severely degrade the dignity of the employee in question.

In the same case Zondo JP held that:

“what this case raises is the question of how courts should deal with cases of racism or racially motivated crimes or acts of unacceptable behaviour or conduct motivated by racism in the workplace especially in light of the Constitution.”

Therefore all of the above indicate that racial harassment as a form of discrimination is prevalent in the workplace and is indeed a problem.

---

33 Note 30 above.
34 Ibid.
35 2002 23 ILJ 863 (LAC) (Crown Chicken Farms case).
36 Ibid at 863.
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid at 868.
40 Ibid.
41 Note 33 above at 877.
3. RESEARCH QUESTION

This research will examine how courts address the problem of racial harassment as a form of discrimination in the workplace. Together with the above question this research will investigate the following:

1. South Africa’s racial history before and after the constitutional era.

2. The extent to which the EEA and other legislation address the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

3. Whether South African courts effectively address the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

4. The position in the USA regarding racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace compared to South Africa.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research takes an analytical approach on racial harassment in the workplace which incorporates a comparative element (USA) where case law, journal articles, newspaper articles and legislation will be used.
5. OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS

The first chapter will serve as an introduction.

Chapter two will look at the pre-apartheid and post-apartheid era in South Africa. This will enable the reader to have a full understanding of South Africa’s racial history.

Chapter three will look at South African case law in dealing with racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. This chapter will focus on each case’s approach to racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace and whether the sanctions imposed assist in the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

Chapter four will look at racial harassment and discrimination from the USA perspective compared to South Africa. This chapter will discuss how USA courts deal with racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace as compared to South African courts and what are the tests applied in the USA when dealing with racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

Chapter five will conclude the dissertation with recommendations on what employers and courts can do to assist in the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.
CHAPTER 2

PRE-DEMOCRATIC AND POST-DEMOCRATIC POSITION OF RACIAL
HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN SOUTH AFRICA

1. INTRODUCTION
Since 1652 South Africans have identified themselves primarily in racial terms. In 1995 the British took over the Cape of Good Hope and continued with racial segregation. The concept of race became a particularly explosive idea during colonization as well as during the apartheid period which began in 1948. Racial segregation continued until South Africa became a democratic country and the fight against racism continued. However, for a long time the goal of ending discrimination and achieving equality was understood to apply mainly to race with hardly any mention made of the other forms of discrimination that were experienced by other sections of society for example gender and towards disabled people. In addition until the 1970’s there was little clarity as to how notions of non-discrimination would apply in the labour market, let alone what redress mechanisms would be needed to address the legacy of centuries of discrimination.

44 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
In order for one to appreciate the scope of this research, it is necessary to embark on the historical background and the transition to our democratic country that protects employees from racial harassment and discrimination.

2. PRE-DEMOCRATIC ERA

Under the apartheid regime, the practices of colonization were formalised by legislation. Examples of legislation that were enacted and implemented during the apartheid regime are the Registration Act which provided for the compilation of a register of the entire South African population, the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act which legalised the racial segregation of public services premises and other amenities and the Bantu Education Act which legalised racial separation of education in South Africa. The above legislation ensured differentiation based on race amongst South Africans. The consequence of this is that apartheid gravely assaulted the dignity of black people in particular. It was however not human dignity alone that suffered. Black people were provided with services greatly inferior to those of whites and to a lesser degree to those of Indian people.

Discrimination is deeply rooted in South African history. In a society where racial inequality was the norm, discriminatory practices became a pervasive feature of employment relations because under apartheid, discrimination against workers on grounds such as race and sex was not only permitted but it was legally enforced. Racial discrimination was particularly evident in the development of trade unions. Although this research is not based on a discussion of trade unions but it is necessary to look into their history as it gives one an idea of the racial discrimination that

---

47 Note 41 above.
48 Act 30 of 1950.
49 O’Malley The Heart of Hope [date of use 11 April 2016].
50 Act 49 of 1953.
51 Note 41 above.
52 Act 47 of 1953.
53 Note 41 above.
54 City Council of Pretoria v Walker 1998 3 BCLR 257 (CC) 46.
55 Ibid.
56 Note 41 above.
58 Ibid.
employees were subjected to during the pre-democratic era. In 1922 white workers in the mining industry came out on strike and protested against attempts by the mining industry to reduce wage levels and to break the monopoly on skilled work which was enjoyed by white trade unions.\(^5\) One of the consequences of the above strike was the enactment of the 1924 Industrial Conciliation Act.\(^6\) The ICA required trade unions, employer’s organisations and councils to register and created the possibility of voluntary collective agreements which were recognised by statute and enforceable by criminal sanction.\(^7\) One of the disadvantages of the ICA was that it only applied to white workers and this exclusion lasted until 1979.\(^8\) The ICA was thereafter revised a few times but still excluded black workers from the statutory system. In 1977 the Wiehahn inquiry was appointed to report on and make recommendations concerning the existing labour legislation and the result of this was that trade unions representing mainly black employees started to reject the racist legislative dispensation.\(^9\) Eventually the resistance of trade unions representing black workers resulted in the extension of trade union rights to black employees.\(^10\) This was the start of the eradication of racial discrimination in the workplace and the transition to democracy.

### 3. TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY

The 1980’s saw the first steps towards reversing such practices in a limited ad hoc manner and particularly in the workplace.\(^11\) Discrimination on the basis of sex, race and colour in industrial council agreements was outlawed in 1981 and at the same time such practices were becoming vulnerable to challenge in terms of unfair labour practice jurisdiction of the Industrial Court.\(^12\)

---

\(^5\) Van Niekerk A et al *Law@Work* 3\(^{rd}\) ed (LexisNexis Durban 2015) 11.
\(^6\) *Act 11 of 1924 (ICA).*
\(^7\) Note 57 above.
\(^8\) *Ibid.*
\(^9\) Note 57 above 12.
\(^11\) Note 55 above.
\(^12\) *Ibid.*
In the following years, the Interim Constitution was adopted in 1993 which emerged from the Multi-party Negotiating Process at the World Trade Centre and represented a negotiated a transition to democracy.  

The people participated in the process of drafting and adopting our Constitution in a way that was never done before internationally. On the labour front the National Economic Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC) was established to provide a structure for the engagement of the social partners in the process of passing labour laws so as to deepen our democracy.

The Interim Constitution was approved by representatives of all political parties who participated in the Multi-party Negotiating Process, where after it was enacted by Parliament with a few minor changes. The Interim Constitution contained an equality clause which stated that:

“every person shall have the right to equality before the law and to equal protection of the law.”

The above clause prohibited unfair direct and indirect discrimination in a non-exhaustive way listing race, gender, sex, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture or language.

4. POST-DEMOCRATIC ERA

In 1997, the Final Constitution was adopted by the Constitutional Assembly. This Constitution clearly a product of many years of struggle came against the backdrop of a history of apartheid, a central feature of which was inequality based on race. The adoption of the Final Constitution, lead to the enactment of the EEA which prohibits

---

69 Pillay D “Giving Meaning to Workplace Equity: The Role of the Courts” 2003 ILJ 56.
71 Section 8(1) of the Interim Constitution.
72 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
unfair discrimination as part of its broader purpose of promoting employment equity.\textsuperscript{75} The prohibition is one of the public policy norms governing an employment relationship which cannot be excluded by contract.\textsuperscript{76}

Together with the prohibition of unfair discrimination clause in chapter 2 of the EEA, section 6(3) of the EEA recognises harassment as a form of unfair discrimination which is prohibited on any or a combination of the grounds listed in section 6(1).\textsuperscript{77} The above statutes were enacted to accommodate those who were previously disadvantaged.\textsuperscript{78} Therefore Anton Kok describes the Final Constitution and EEA as ‘transformative law’ and states that they are intended to reduce both social and economic differences between groups to transform the hearts and minds of South Africans.\textsuperscript{79}

Despite efforts to transform South Africa and to heal those who were affected by inequalities of the past. The heritage of racial discrimination is still strongly felt in our workplaces\textsuperscript{80} Authors also seem to feel this way and have said that apart from sexual harassment, racial harassment is the form of harassment that comes up most frequently in our case law and probably in practice.\textsuperscript{81} Therefore it is important for one to have an understanding of the terms “racial harassment” and “racial discrimination”

5. DEFINING RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION

5.1 RACIAL HARASSMENT

While the law is clear in categorizing racial harassment as a form of racial discrimination, there are no pointers in the EEA regarding the definition of harassment.\textsuperscript{82} However there is legislation available to guide employers and employees on the definition of racial harassment. As stated above, the DVA and PEPUDA provide a

\textsuperscript{75} Du Toit D (2015) 654.
\textsuperscript{76} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{77} Section 6(3) of the EEA.
\textsuperscript{78} Fergus E and Collier D "Race and Gender Equality at Work: The Role of the Judiciary in Promoting Workplace Transformation" 2014 SAJHR 484-485.
\textsuperscript{80} Le Roux R et al (2010) 43.
\textsuperscript{81} Du Toit D & Potgieter M Unfair Discrimination in the Workplace 1\textsuperscript{st} ed (Juta Cape Town 2014) 39.
\textsuperscript{82} Le Roux R et al (2010) 45.
definition. Although such legislation is not applicable in the employment context, it can guide employers and employees in defining racial harassment when confronted with this problem. The definition of harassment in the DVA is already discussed above and therefore PEPUDA defines harassment as:

“unwanted conduct which is persistent or serious and demeans, humiliates or creates a hostile or intimidating environment or is calculated to induce submission by actual or threatened adverse consequences and which is related to (a) sex, gender or sexual orientation or (b) a person’s membership or presumed membership of a group identified by one or more of the prohibited grounds or a characteristic associated with such group”

Racial harassment has also been defined by certain authors as a form of social behaviour by either the employer or employee that is intended to belittle, marginalise, coerce, manipulate or intimidate persons belonging to a particular race.

5.2 RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

The Constitution provides for the basis of defining racial discrimination. Section 9(3) of the Constitution provides that:

“the state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds including race, gender, sex pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief culture, language and birth.”

The EEA gives effect to the Constitution through the prohibition of unfair discrimination. In one of the first reported labour cases the term discrimination was used. Already at that stage it was accepted that labour rights in South Africa must be interpreted in the light of international law.

---

83 Section 1 of PEPUDA.
85 Section 9(3) of the Constitution.
86 Section 6 of the EEA.
87 Raad van Mynvakbonde v Minister van Mannekrag en ’n Ander 1993 4 ILJ 2002 (T), UAMAWU & Others v Fodens SA (Pty) Ltd 1983 4 ILJ 212 (IC).
89 Note 86 above.
Organisation (ILO) Convention III of 1958 (the Convention) is recognised as a point of reference in defining discrimination. In the SACWU case it was held that discrimination in the Convention is defined as:

“any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of race, colour, sex, religion, social origin, political opinion, national extraction or social origin, political opinion, national extraction or social origin which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation.”

There are however limits with article 1 section (2) in stating that

“any distinction exclusion or preference in respect of a particular job based on inherent requirements thereof is not deemed to be discrimination.”

Unlike racial harassment, the definition of racial discrimination can be found in the EEA and most importantly our Constitution identifies various forms of discrimination that everyone may not be subjected to. However taking into consideration the number of times racial harassment and other forms of harassment come up in the workplace, it can be suggested that the legislator should consider incorporating a definition of harassment in the EEA which will be applicable in the workplace.

6. CONCLUSION

South Africa has a very rich racial history in which racial harassment and discrimination became the norm. However, as seen above, this normality was changed by the enactment of the Constitution which is still the prevailing law in South Africa. The EEA is implemented with reference to the Constitution. The Constitution and the EEA have been applied for over a decade therefore this makes one eager to observe the future

---

90 Ibid.
91 Note 13 above.
93 Article 1 section 2 of the Convention.
implementation of the Constitution and the EEA on the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

The above paragraphs are an indication of the transformation that South Africa has been through in the racial context and how this has affected legislation that is applicable in the workplace. However, there could be more active implementation from employers with the aim of eradicating this problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

Despite the changes that the Constitution and the EEA have brought in employment, racial harassment and discrimination continues to crop up\textsuperscript{94} and this awakens echoes of a past that are disliked by most South Africans and re-opens wounds that have not yet healed.\textsuperscript{95} Though much has been done to combat racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace ugly and disturbing incidents of racial harassment continue to appear.\textsuperscript{96} The next chapter will therefore discuss incidents of racial harassment and discrimination and how courts and employers approach the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

\textsuperscript{94} Du Toit D and Potgieter M (2014) 39.
\textsuperscript{95} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{96} Ibid.
CHAPTER 3

THE COURTS’ AND THE EMPLOYER’S APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE

1. INTRODUCTION

Inequality on the basis of race and gender is deeply entrenched in our society and has affected all spheres of our economy, the workplace and wider society. Evidence of this can be found in the number of racial harassment and discrimination cases that have come before the courts. Although courts and tribunals charged with the mandate of dealing with workplace disputes have expressed complete disapproval on racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace in the strongest possible terms. This is largely because of the destructive role that racism has played in restricting society to one direction and assaulting people’s dignity in the past. In this regard section 39 of the Constitution provides courts with a guideline on how to interpret the Bill of Rights and states:

97 Director-General: Department of Labour & another v Comair Ltd 2000 30 ILJ 2711 (LC) 2715. 
98 Thabane T and Rycroft A (2008) 44.
(1) When interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum-
   (a) Must promote the values that underlie an open and democratic society based on human dignity equality and freedom
   (b) Must consider international law
   (c) May consider foreign law
(2) When interpreting any legislation and when developing the common law, every court, tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights
(3) The Bill of Rights does not deny the existence of any other rights or freedoms that are recognised or conferred by common law, customary law or legislation, to the extent that they are consistent with the Bill.  

From the above, it is clear that when the courts interpret the law the interpretation must be based on values, these values must be based on those that underlie an open and democratic society based on dignity, equality and freedom. The question which therefore arises is how should courts interpret racial harassment and discrimination cases? Pillay provides that judicial interpretation must begin with an interpretation of the express language of the written text. If this is not done, the law may come to have whatever meaning one wants it to have. Adjudicators have a duty to develop our law based on principle, our law must be developed ‘cautiously,’ judicially and pragmatically if it is to withstand the test of time and within the ambit of the principle of the separation of powers. Judicial discipline is also necessary to ensure consistency, certainty, clarity and rationally in decision making.

99 Section 39 of the Constitution.
100 Pillay D (2003) 57.
101 Ibid.
102 S v Zuma 1995 4 BCLR 401 SA, Park-Ross v Director, Office for Serious Economic Offences 1995 2 BCLR 198 (O).
103 Christian Education South Africa v Minister of Education 1998 12 BCLR 1449 (CC).
105 Kanesa v Minister of Home Affairs and Minister of Education v Harris 2001 11 BCLR 1157 (CC) 19.
107 Ibid.
2. THE COURTS APPROACH TO RACIAL HARASSEMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE

Before the democratic era our courts have applied the above principles and condemned racism in the workplace even during the apartheid era. Looking back to 1976 when apartheid was solidly entrenched, the first case on racial harassment was reported.\textsuperscript{108} In that case a white policeman had called a black person (Mr Ciliza) a ‘kaffir’, Mr Ciliza sued the policeman for damages but according to the magistrate he had failed to prove whether the word was derogatory or mere meaningless abuse.\textsuperscript{109} However on appeal the Judge found that the use of the word constituted ‘an unlawful aggression upon Mr Ciliza’s dignity.’\textsuperscript{110} The above case was heard at a time when there was major racial tension in South Africa as a result the court was reluctant to address the issue but ultimately the court leaned towards protecting the dignity of citizens and employees despite the inequality afforded to most citizens.

Later courts started relaxing the burden of proof on citizens and employees who alleged to be called derogatory names. The second case where the court was faced with a racial harassment dispute, the Judge described the word “kaffir” as derogatory, contemptuous and deeply offensive to black people.\textsuperscript{111} The Judge added that almost everybody knew that and significantly stated that an intention to give offence could be taken for granted on most occasions.\textsuperscript{112} This is because previously our country was strongly contained of statutes which infringed on the dignity of others and discriminated against women and persons of colour.\textsuperscript{113} Even though the events of the case of Ciliza\textsuperscript{114} and Mbatha\textsuperscript{115} did not take place in the workplace, they give an idea of how courts dealt with the first cases of racial harassment and discrimination. Section 10 and 8 of the Constitution now protect the dignity of persons and justifies the reversal of the

\textsuperscript{108} Ciliza v Minister of Police and Another 1976 4 SA 243 (N) (Ciliza case).
\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{110} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{111} Mbatha v Van Staden 1982 2 SA 260 (N) (Mbatha case).
\textsuperscript{112} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{113} Modikwa Personnel Services v CCMA and Others 2013 34 ILJ 373.
\textsuperscript{114} Note 106 above.
\textsuperscript{115} Note 109 above.
accumulated legacy of such discrimination.\textsuperscript{116} If racial abuse was regarded as serious by the courts in the 1970’s it is now regarded as extremely so.

Evidence of how courts currently address racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace is in the wording of the judgement in the case of Crown Chicken Farms\textsuperscript{117} where Judge Nicholson compared racism to a cancer which must be rooted out in our society.\textsuperscript{118} This means that courts are of the opinion that racism is a destructive act which must be totally eliminated in the workplace and in the broader society. Looking at the Crown Chicken Farms\textsuperscript{119} case the questions that arise are, can the courts and employers assist in the elimination of this “cancer’ in our workplaces? What duties do courts and employers have in this regard? And should courts impose dismissal as a sanction for racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace?

\textbf{2.1 IS DISMISSAL AN APPROPRIATE SANCTION?}

More than a decade after South Africa’s political transformation, racism still remains a very sensitive issue.\textsuperscript{120} It is a form of inequality which the Constitution of 1996 and the EEA seek to combat.\textsuperscript{121} Therefore abusive language and racist comments are generally considered misconduct, which may justify dismissal, especially if such comments impair the dignity of the person against whom they are directed.\textsuperscript{122} When the language used is racist, courts and arbitrators have generally shown little sympathy to the offending employee, since this type of conduct is equivalent to harassment.\textsuperscript{123} The reason for this could be that racial insults go beyond those to whom they are individually directed,\textsuperscript{124} they impact upon the workplace as a whole.\textsuperscript{125}
The remedies given by courts indicate that they view racism in the workplace as one of the most serious forms of misconduct calling for dismissal.\textsuperscript{126} Courts are mostly of the view that employees who are guilty of racially harassing their colleagues should be dismissed.\textsuperscript{127} For example in the case of \textit{Oerlikon Electrodes SA v CCMA and Others}\textsuperscript{128} the Labour Court came out very strongly and unambiguously that any use of racist epithets in the new South Africa should lead to the dismissal of employees who are found to be guilty of such conduct.\textsuperscript{129}

As much as courts are in support of the sanction of dismissal it has been held that they should also be hesitant to interfere with sanctions imposed by employers unless the sanction is unfair or where the employer acted unfairly in imposing the sanction.\textsuperscript{130} An example of this would be where the sanction is so excessive as to shock one’s sense of fairness.\textsuperscript{131} As previously stated that racial harassment and discrimination is a form of misconduct, employers have a right and a duty to maintain discipline in the workplace.\textsuperscript{132} This right is in line with the LRA which contains a Code of Good Practice and sets out guidelines on dismissal for misconduct, incapacity and poor work performance\textsuperscript{133} It must be noted that even though the LRA gives employers the power to discipline employees for misconduct, section 185 of the LRA affords employees with a right not to be unfairly dismissed.\textsuperscript{134} One can argue that the reason why courts should also consider fairness is because our law is based on fundamental values such as equality and dignity. In order to assist the courts in determining whether or not the sanction of dismissal is fair, it is important to also look at the circumstances surrounding the event of the racial harassment.
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In the case of *Chemical Energy Paper Printing Wood & Allied Workers Union on behalf of Evans & Poly Oak*\textsuperscript{135} the victim had just had an argument with his colleague (applicant). The applicant was angry and the words “kafferjie” were uttered by the applicant in the context of the argument, although the applicant argued that the words were said as a joke and that the victim did not take offence.\textsuperscript{136} The court took account of the context in which the words were said and said that the racial slur could not have been said as a joke and therefore upheld the sanction of dismissal imposed by the employer.

A case where the court was faced with deciding an appropriate sanction is the case of *SARS v Commission for Conciliation Mediation and Arbitration and Others*.\textsuperscript{137} In this case an employee of SARS, Mr Jacobus Kruger (respondent) who was employed as an anti-smuggling officer had an argument with Mr Abel Mboweni who was his superior.\textsuperscript{138} During the argument Mr Kruger referred to Mr Mboweni as a “kaffir” and as such Mr Kruger faced disciplinary proceedings.\textsuperscript{139} The result of the disciplinary proceedings were that Mr Kruger received a final written warning which would be valid for six months as well as suspension for ten days and he would also undergo counselling.\textsuperscript{140} However upon receipt of the report on the outcome of the disciplinary enquiry, the SARS Commissioner changed the outcome from a final written warning to a dismissal.\textsuperscript{141} Mr Kruger was unhappy about this and referred the matter to the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) and the crucial question that the CCMA had to decide on was whether the Commissioner of SARS had powers to convert a sanction of final written warning and suspension without pay to dismissal.\textsuperscript{142} The Arbitrator decided that it was legally impermissible for the Commissioner to substitute the sanction imposed by the Chairperson of the disciplinary enquiry.\textsuperscript{143} SARS was unhappy with the Arbitrator’s findings and as such referred the matter to the Labour Court which dismissed the application on the basis that the collective agreement did not
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permit SARS to substitute the sanction imposed by the Chairperson.\textsuperscript{144} SARS again challenged the reversal of the dismissal in the Labour Appeal Court on essentially the same grounds and that challenge was also unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{145} This matter was therefore brought before the Constitutional Court.

In deciding the appropriate sanction, the Constitutional Court discussed the racial misconduct by Mr Kruger in calling Mr Mboweni a kaffir. The courts discussion on the issue of racial misconduct can be divided in two:

1. The effect of the use of the word kaffir in the workplace.
2. The court’s role in the elimination of the use of the word kaffir.

On the effect of the use of the word kaffir in the workplace, the court reiterated what was said in the case of \textit{Crown Chicken Farms}\textsuperscript{146} and in the \textit{Siemans}\textsuperscript{147} case and held that the word kaffir was not only directed at Mr Mboweni but all of Mr Kruger’s fellow African workers.\textsuperscript{148} The court held that by using the word kaffir, the Respondent disputed all African worker’s thinking, intellectual capacity and undermined their leadership and managerial capabilities.\textsuperscript{149} The Constitutional Court emphasised on the protection of the dignity of African workers and held that the use of the word kaffir indicated that Mr Kruger viewed African workers as people of low level intelligence and despite their educational qualifications, experience or superior placement none of the African workers are fit to tell him what to do.\textsuperscript{150} It is clear that the Constitutional Court felt that the use of the word kaffir has a very negative impact on the employment relationship such that the use of such a word could break down the trust relationship and renders the employment relationship intolerable.\textsuperscript{151}

It is clear that the Constitutional Court views the use of the word kaffir very seriously to such an extent that when one African is called such a derogatory name it indirectly
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impacts on all African workers in a very negative way by infringing their dignity and leads to a hostile work environment for African employees. The protection of dignity is a very important consideration and as seen above it was also applied in one of the first few cases of racial harassment and discrimination. The right to dignity is also included in the Constitution as one of the fundamental rights and as such it is largely applied in our current case law relating to racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

The Constitutional Court in the SARS case also underlined the crucial role courts have to play of ensuring that racism or racial abuse is eliminated. The court held that conduct of this kind needs to be visited with a fair and just but very firm response. Judge Bekker CJ, Mahomed CJ and Zondo JP were quoted in saying that racist conduct requires a very firm and unapologetic response from the courts, particularly in the highest courts. In the circumstances of this particular case the court stated that it would be irreconcilable with fairness to dismiss Mr Kruger.

Therefore the use of abusive language against co-employees may constitute the basis for dismissal particularly when in amounts to racial harassment. However the SARS case alerts courts and employers to the provisions of the LRA and the Constitution which require a fair, just and equitable dismissal looking at the circumstances of each case.

---
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2.2 HOW DO COURTS ADDRESS THE SENSITIVITY OF EMPLOYEES TOWARDS RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE?

Even though harassment and in particular racial harassment in South Africa is an extremely serious matter due to the country’s history of racial discrimination\textsuperscript{161} complainants should be careful and assess their reaction in order not to be overly sensitive when deciding to institute a claim. In the case of case \textit{Raol Investments (Pty) Ltd \textit{v} Madlala}\textsuperscript{162} the court dealt with racial harassment and discrimination between an employer and an employee. However as stated above, the harassment of an employee by an employer is not the focus of this research but it is important to take this case into consideration because it was held that the question of whether or not an employee has been discriminated on the ground of race is a question of fact and it must be established that the employee was treated differently on grounds either than race.\textsuperscript{163} How about the employee’s reaction?

The case of \textit{SA \& Allied Workers Union obo Dlamini and Transport Freight Rail and another} \textsuperscript{164} used the objective test as applied by the Canadian courts to assess whether or not the reaction of an employee who alleges to be racially harassed or discriminated can be considered excessive or unreasonable. This test entails that the court must ask itself from the perspective of a reasonable black person, whether such conduct can be perceived as injurious or humiliating?\textsuperscript{165} The test must be assessed according to the “reasonable” victim and the perspective of the person who is harassed.\textsuperscript{166} However the above Canadian case\textsuperscript{167} also lists others factors when assessing “reasonableness” namely the nature of the conduct at issue, the workplace environment, the pattern or type of prior personal interaction between the parties and
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whether the objection or complaint has been made when establishing the limits of social interaction which would be tolerable.\textsuperscript{168}

As already stated the above objective test was applied in the Dlamini\textsuperscript{169} case where a manager of a company circulated an email which was part of a speech presented by the governor of the Reserve Bank,\textsuperscript{170} the email read:

“I have sought to recruit many competent black people and no sooner have we recruited and trained them, they leave. I get so upset...I am stopping this recruitment of black people. I am okay with my Afrikaners. They stay and do the work and become experts.”\textsuperscript{171}

The court in Dlamini\textsuperscript{172} assessed the circumstances of the case and in applying the Canadian test agreed that although employers and employees have the right to engage in vigorous debate it is not a licence to lash out racist remarks.\textsuperscript{173} However the court in this case was not persuaded that the language in the email received by the complainant offends the dignity of black people in the workplace and the court concluded by saying that although the complainant disagreed with the content in the email, she suffered no detriment.\textsuperscript{174} The court concluded by saying that the complainant’s disagreement with the opinion does not make the managers conduct an act of discrimination and therefore her reaction to the email was excessive and unreasonable.\textsuperscript{175}

It can be said that the case of Dlamini\textsuperscript{176} implies that the real demon lives in our heads: those of the former dominators who cannot come to terms with the idea that black people might be good at anything and of the former privileged, having been told countless times that they are inferior, have come to believe it.\textsuperscript{177} Just as lack of self-esteem is deeply damaging for individuals so it is for groups whether it
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leads to eagerness to obey or hostility to others.\textsuperscript{178} That is why the sooner we begin to openly discuss our racial issues, the sooner we will be able to tackle our challenges.\textsuperscript{179}

3. THE EMPLOYER’S DUTY TO PROTECT EMPLOYEES FROM RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE WORKPLACE

An employee has a right not to be subjected to racial discrimination in the workplace.\textsuperscript{180} The EEA also places a duty on employers to address and eliminate all forms of discrimination in the workplace failing which the employer will become liable. In this regard section 60 of the EEA provides:

(1) If it is alleged that an employee while at work contravened a provision this Act or engaged in any conduct that if engaged in by that employee’s employer would constitute a contravention of a provision of this Act, the alleged conduct must immediately be brought to the attention of the employer.

(2) The employer must consult all relevant parties and must take the necessary steps to eliminate the alleged conduct and comply with the provisions of this Act.

(3) If the employer fails to take the necessary steps referred to in subsection (2) and its proved that the employee has contravened the relevant provision, the employer must be deemed also to have contravened that provision.

(4) Despite subsection (3) an employer is not liable for the conduct of an employee if that employer is able to prove that it did all that was reasonably practicable to ensure that the employee would not act in contravention in this Act.\textsuperscript{181} This provision is referred to as the section 60 enquiry.

Section 60 of the EEA is the only provision in the Act that addresses the employer’s liability for discriminatory acts of one employee against another and yet the courts are providing minimal direction on this provision,\textsuperscript{182} despite there being
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some cases where employers are held liable for the misconduct of their employees because of the failure to take steps to eliminate harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

The case of Biggar v City of Johannesburg\textsuperscript{183} is an example of the employer’s contravention of section 60 of the EEA. In the Biggar\textsuperscript{184} case, the applicant and he’s family lived in a residential complex provided by the applicant’s employer that was shared with other employees.\textsuperscript{185} Mr Biggar was an Indian man and he’s fellow colleagues were predominantly white.\textsuperscript{186} As such he and his family were subjected to racial abuse from his white colleagues on various occasions. Mr Biggar was verbally and physically abused and his wife and children were subjected to the same racial abuse.\textsuperscript{187} The employer never took any active steps to put an end to the racism, despite numerous and continuous complaints by the applicant.\textsuperscript{188}

The court in Biggar\textsuperscript{189} found that the employer did not take all the necessary steps to eliminate the racial abuse that was being perpetuated by some of its employees at its residential premises and it cannot be said that it did everything that was reasonably practicable to prevent the continued harassment.\textsuperscript{190}

In the case of SATAWU obo Finca v Old Mutual Life Insurance Company (SA) Ltd and Burger\textsuperscript{191} the court also applied section 60 of the EEA where an employee was subjected to a racist remark.\textsuperscript{192} Revelas J embarked on the section 60 enquiry and concluded that the remark was clearly racist and that the employer’s delay in taking action against the perpetrator and its failure to protect the victim amounted to direct discrimination.\textsuperscript{193} Despite section 60 of the EEA employers and the courts need to provide appropriate remedies to employers who have been subjected to
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racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. The next few paragraphs will discuss the role of the courts and employers in providing appropriate and efficient remedies to racial harassment cases.

4. REMEDIES FOR AN AGGRIEVED EMPLOYEE

4.1 COURTS ROLE

During the 1980’s there was a shift in employment law in that the Industrial Court accepted that workplace discipline should not only be punitive.\(^{194}\) Workplace discipline began to be seen as corrective and rehabilitating an employee from unacceptable conduct so that he or she could understand the rules and practices that constituted acceptable performance.\(^{195}\) However as seen above, racial harassment is a type of misconduct that warrants immediate dismissal, the reason for this is that where misconduct seriously destroys the trust relationship in the workplace, corrective discipline need not be pursued.\(^{196}\)

As seen above, courts view racial harassment and discrimination very seriously. Therefore courts are most likely to impose the sanction of dismissal on an employee who has racially harassed or discriminated another employee. However an observation that must be noted is that Labour Courts are more intolerant of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. This is compared to cases of racial harassment and discrimination that happen outside of the workplace. For example the Equality Court has jurisdiction to hear complaints of hate speech which include racial abuse and harassment.\(^{197}\) Section 21 of PEPUDA provides that the court has powers to make an appropriate order after holding an enquiry and this includes ordering payment of damages for impairment of dignity as a result of hate speech or harassment.\(^{198}\) The court may also order payment of
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damages to an appropriate body or organization or direct that positive measures be adopted to stop racial harassment.\(^{199}\) It may also order that an unconditional apology be made or that a special audit of specific policies and practices be made as determined by the court.\(^{200}\) The sanctions given by Labour Courts can be regarded as more serious as opposed to the sanctions given by the Equality Court for racial harassment and discrimination.

One might ask, what determines whether an employee who is guilty of racial harassment and discrimination is dismissed, ordered to pay or is simply asked to make an apology. The answer to this could be that all adjudicators are compelled to adopt a value based method of interpretation however the adjudicators life experience and world view may come into play.\(^{201}\) Sometimes there may be no single right answer to this problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.\(^{202}\) For adjudicators, racial harassment and discrimination may turn out to be a subjective issue because those adjudicators who have experienced discrimination and racial harassment personally may be more sympathetic to granting relief in favour of an employee who complains of discrimination than the one who has had no such experience.\(^{203}\)

We must firstly keep in mind that the hallmark of democracy is the rule of law and not the rule of man and our Constitution and labour laws are the most progressive and equitable in the world.\(^{204}\) We must therefore apply the rule of law with pride.\(^{205}\) Secondly the exercise of judicial discretion is unavoidable as our law cannot provide for every possibility.\(^{206}\) Lastly judicial discretion must be exercised consistently with the law and the values of a society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.\(^{207}\)

---
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4.2 EMPLOYER’S ROLE

It is seen from the above chapters that employers also have a role to play in the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. However in the case *SATAWU* it was held that the employer failed to take proper steps to ensure the elimination of the discrimination perpetuated by an employee. This is because the employee who discriminated against another employee merely received a warning. The remedies that employers award for racial harassment and discrimination have been subject to criticism and it has been said that employer’s do not provide support to victims of harassment and discrimination, instead employer’s remedies will take the form of monetary compensation and this raised the question whether monetary compensation assists in restoring an employee’s dignity and self-esteem after they have been victims of racial harassment and discrimination.

Fergus and Collier believe that monetary remedies actually affect the employer’s future actions, policies and practices. The reason for this could be that employees who are victims of racial harassment and discrimination will not receive adequate protection and assistance after incidents of racial harassment but will rather receive money which will not solve the root cause of the problem or ensure that future cases of racial harassment do not occur.

The remedies that employers give must therefore be expanded and redesigned to facilitate substantive transformation and assist victims of racial harassment and discrimination to truly repair their damaged selves.

Therefore where employers fail to take steps to eliminate racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace or where the steps that the employer has taken have failed, the courts suggest that employers should rather deal with the root

---
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cause of the problem\textsuperscript{213} and that swift disciplinary action, damages or compensation as punitive measures should be imposed when training of employees has failed.\textsuperscript{214}

5. CONCLUSION

An observation that can be made from the above chapter is that courts and employers view racial harassment and discrimination very seriously. Courts and employers are also mindful of overly sensitive employees and this is to avoid frivolous cases of racial harassment and discrimination being brought before them.

This chapter also provides evidence of the transformation that our courts have made regarding racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace, although this process can be slow and halting at times.\textsuperscript{215} This is because working towards racial harmony and justice is a strategic imperative and competitive advantage for the workplace.\textsuperscript{216} Racism is a powerful force and dynamic that poses a threat to the employee’s confidence as well as the financial viability of the workplace.\textsuperscript{217} Addressing racial harassment in the workplace is not an overnight process nor is it a comfortable one, genuine sustainable transformation requires paradigm shifts for employers and employees.\textsuperscript{218}

However this doesn’t take away the fact that from the above it is clear that racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace is a very serious matter, if you are proved to be racist by use of racist language you may be dismissed and if you are called racist unjustifiably, you will have a claim for damages because any racist conduct is regarded as reprehensible.\textsuperscript{219}
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CHAPTER 4

THE POSITION OF RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1. INTRODUCTION

As stated in Martin Luther King Junior’s “I Have a Dream” speech

“I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal “……..”I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the content of their character.”

Access to equal enjoyment opportunity has long been the key to realizing the American dream. Yet far too long, African Americans and other minorities were locked out of much of the American workplace, denied jobs because of their race, segregated into lower paying-jobs, victims of pay discrimination and racial harassment.

---
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However, not so long after this speech the Civil Rights Act\textsuperscript{223} became the law of the land in the United States of America (USA). For purposes of this chapter attention will be paid to Title VII of the CRA which prohibits employment discrimination based on race, colour, religion, sex and national origin.\textsuperscript{224} One can assume that Martin Luther King Junior’s “dream” not only referred to the social equality but also equality in the workplace. This is because some of the results of the civil rights movement were that racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace became illegal as well as the tolerance of racist signs and symbols began to fade.\textsuperscript{225} The CRA also provides for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) which is a commission created to interpret and enforce federal law prohibiting discrimination.\textsuperscript{226} Under Title VII of the CRA victims must first file administrative charges with the EEOC which investigates the charge and determines whether there is reason to believe that discrimination has occurred.\textsuperscript{227} At that point the EEOC may choose to continue to resolve the dispute and if necessary, litigate the case or the plaintiff may choose to file a lawsuit in federal court.\textsuperscript{228} This chapter will therefore establish how the USA courts apply Title VII of the CRA in the aim of eradicating racial harassment in the workplace as compared to South Africa.

\section*{2. RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE USA AND THE COURTS}

Workplace harassment law under Title VII and related state antidiscrimination statutes generally requires the presence of a hostile work environment where discriminatory intimidation, ridicule and insult must be sufficiently severe or
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pervasive enough to change the conditions of the victims of employment and create an abusive work environment.\textsuperscript{229} Through the hostile work environment theory, harassment law has been applied to suppress or attempt to suppress a whole variety of expressive activity.\textsuperscript{230} Harassment law has also been used to impose prior restraints to enjoin what is governmentally deemed to be objective speech or reading materials.\textsuperscript{231} The CRA and other laws\textsuperscript{232} have been justified as a means to control private thought and public opinion.\textsuperscript{233}

Racial harassment cases are unlike other discrimination cases.\textsuperscript{234} This is because in a racial harassment cases there is almost always undisputed evidence of harassment which the defence must contend.\textsuperscript{235} Racial harassment can be carried out through various forms including the hanging of nooses, slurs, graffiti, photographs and race-neutral evidence.\textsuperscript{236} Each of the above forms of racial harassment has the potential to support a prima facie hostile work environment claim.

The hostile work environment claim is both subjective and objective in that a plaintiff must show that their work environment was objectively and subjectively offensive,\textsuperscript{237} that it is one that a reasonable person would find hostile or abusive and one that the victim in fact did perceive it to be so.\textsuperscript{238} In determining whether an environment is sufficiently hostile to support a claim, the Supreme Court has considered a totality of the circumstances.\textsuperscript{239} The circumstances include the frequency of the discriminatory conduct, its severity, whether it is physically
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threatening or humiliating or a mere offensive utterance and whether it unreasonably interferes with an employee’s work performance.\textsuperscript{240}

Together with these factors, USA courts have consistently applied the test in the \textit{Harris case},\textsuperscript{241} which provides that in order to determine a hostile work environment, the harassment must be permeated with discriminatory intimidation, ridicule and insult that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to change the condition of the victim’s employment and create an abusive working environment (Harris test).\textsuperscript{242} An observation that can be made is that, like in South Africa, the USA has no set test for racial harassment in the workplace. Each case is decided on its facts based on previous cases but the common thread is the test in the \textit{Harris} case.\textsuperscript{243}

In the case of \textit{Berryman v Supervalu Holdings Inc},\textsuperscript{244} the plaintiff was successful in bringing a racial harassment claim where the court applied the \textit{Harris} test together with the subjective and objective test and found that the plaintiff was subjected to a hostile work environment and therefore this was a violation of Title VII.\textsuperscript{245} Likewise, in the case of \textit{Allen v Michigan Department of Corrections},\textsuperscript{246} where the plaintiff was subjected to numerous acts of harassment, retaliation and discrimination on account of his race\textsuperscript{247} the court in this case held that in order to establish a hostile work environment claim, a plaintiff must show that the harassment consisted of severe pervasive conduct.\textsuperscript{248} The court held further that all that a victim of racial harassment needs to show is that the alleged conduct constituted an unreasonably abusive or offensive work-related environment or adversely affected the reasonable employee’s ability to do his or her job.\textsuperscript{249}

\textsuperscript{240} Note 235 above.
\textsuperscript{241} Note 227 above.
\textsuperscript{242} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{243} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{244} 669 F.3d 714 (6th Circuit 2012) (Berryman case).
\textsuperscript{245} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{246} 165 F.3d 405 (6th Circuit 1999) (Allen case).
\textsuperscript{247} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{248} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{249} Ibid.
Taking into account USA history, courts are aware that certain symbols displayed in the workplace may constitute racial harassment. In the case of *Williams v New York City House*\(^{250}\) the plaintiffs supervisor hung a noose on the wall behind his desk, the noose hung there for three days.\(^{251}\) After the plaintiff filed a complaint objecting to the display of the noose his supervisors started treating him differently from other employees, the plaintiff therefore filed a claim alleging that he had been subjected to racially harassing and hostile work environment.\(^{252}\) The court in this case took into account USA history and the present circumstances that African Americans are subjected to and held that:

“There can be little doubt that such a symbol is significantly more harmful than a racist joke. The noose is among the most repugnant of all racist symbols, because it is itself an instrument of violence. It is impossible to appreciate the impact of the display of the noose without understanding the harsh legacy of violence against African Americans. The effect of such violence on the psyche of African Americans cannot be exaggerated. The hangman’s noose remains a potent and threatening symbol for African Americans, in part because the serious and disturbing racially motivated violence continues to manifest itself in present day hate crimes. Moreover, persistent inequality in this country resuscitates for modern African Americans many of the same insecurities felt years ago. It is for this reason that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted\(^{253}\)

The above also illustrates the court’s view in the South African case of *Crown Chicken Farms*\(^{254}\) where the court described racism and racial harassment as a cancer that must be rooted which also affects the dignity of employees in the workplace.\(^{255}\) From the historical racial similarities between South Africa and the USA it seems that the USA is also trying to extract this “cancer” called racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace as it is still a problem.

---


\(^{251}\) Gregory RF *The Civil Rights Act and the Battle to End Workplace Discrimination: A 50 Year History* (2014) 90.

\(^{252}\) Ibid.

\(^{253}\) Ibid.

\(^{254}\) Note 33 above.

\(^{255}\) Note 33 above at 24.
3. EMPLOYER’S DUTY TO PROTECT EMPLOYEES FROM RACIAL HARASSMENT AND DISCRIMINATION IN THE USA

In earlier decisions the EEOC held that reasonable cause exists to believe that the employer violates Title VII by maintaining working environments where supervisors have a habit of referring to black employees as “nigger” amounts to the employer’s language.\textsuperscript{256} The Commission stated further that an employer is responsible for the behaviour of its agents within the course of their employment.\textsuperscript{257} It is also obliged under the CRA to maintain a working atmosphere free of racial intimidation or insult and the failure to take steps reasonably calculated to maintain such an atmosphere violates the Act.\textsuperscript{258}

After the 1970’s courts followed the above principles until 1998 when the United States Supreme Court in the cases of Faragher\textsuperscript{259} and in the case of Burlington Industries Inc v Ellerth\textsuperscript{260}, set out the standard for determining when an employer will be held liable for the harassment committed by its employees.\textsuperscript{261} The test dictates that an employer will be held liable for the harassment committed against the employee even if the employer had no actual notice of the harassment.\textsuperscript{262} In order for the employer to avoid liability it must show that:

(1) It exercised reasonable care to prevent and correct promptly any harassing behaviour and
(2) The employee unreasonably failed to take advantage of preventative or corrective opportunities provided by the company or to otherwise avoid harm.\textsuperscript{263}

\textsuperscript{257} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{258} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{259} Note 236 above.
\textsuperscript{260} 524 US 742 (1998) (Burlington case).
\textsuperscript{262} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{263} Note 236 and 258 above.
South African law applies a similar test, contained in section 60 of the EEA as quoted in the previous chapter. Section 60 of the EEA also provides for a test to determine whether an employer may be held liable for the harassment committed by an employee. Although the test for the employer's liability and hostile work environment emanated from sexual harassment cases\textsuperscript{264} courts in the USA have subsequently applied this test in racial harassment cases.\textsuperscript{265} An example is in the case of *Booker v Budget Rent-A-Car Systems*\textsuperscript{266} where the court applied the test formulated in the *Faragher*\textsuperscript{267} and *Burlington*\textsuperscript{268} cases. As stated above this test in *Faragher*\textsuperscript{269} and *Burlington*\textsuperscript{270} entails that the employer must take reasonable care to prevent and correct racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace as well as that the employee must make use of the preventative measures provided for by the employer.\textsuperscript{271} In the case of *Booker*\textsuperscript{272} an African American employee claimed that he was racially harassed and the court held that because the company also received complaints about the harassment but had taken no action, the employer is therefore liable.\textsuperscript{273} Actions of the employer such as suspending the harasser after learning about the harassment, changing work schedules and transferring the victim after he/she requested a transfer, have been regarded by the courts as prompt remedial action and as constituting effective defences against liability.\textsuperscript{274}

USA law holds employers liable for the racial harassment of their employees in the event that they fail to exercise reasonable care\textsuperscript{275} to prevent racial harassment in the workplace. USA courts are also mindful of frivolous racial harassment allegations and employees who are too sensitive. In the case of *Hardin v S.C*

\textsuperscript{264} Notestine KE (2000) 59.
\textsuperscript{265} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{266} 17, F. Supp, 2d 735 (M.D 1998) (*Booker case*).
\textsuperscript{267} Note 236 above.
\textsuperscript{268} Note 258 above.
\textsuperscript{269} Note 236 above.
\textsuperscript{270} Note 258 above.
\textsuperscript{271} Note 236 and 258 above.
\textsuperscript{272} Note 264 above.
\textsuperscript{273} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{275} Note 218 above.
Johnson Inc. an African American female claimed her supervisor subjected her to racial and sexual harassment, she claimed that her supervisor cursed at her, cut her off in the parking lot, allowed a door to close in her face and startled her. The court rejected the employee’s claims finding nothing inherently sexual or racial about the supervisor’s abusive language and behaviour and in addition the court found that the supervisor mistreated everyone and did not single out women or black people for poor treatment any more than men and or white people. As discussed above South African courts are also mindful of overly sensitive employees and use an objective test according to the perspective of a reasonable victim of racial harassment.

4. CONCLUSION

It is clear from the above that the USA strongly resembles South Africa on the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. The similarities are that in South Africa and in the USA, courts and employers are less tolerant of such behaviour and this may be because of the racial transitions that both countries have made. In addition employers in South and in the USA have a duty to protect employees from racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. Most importantly the USA and South Africa have been working towards having workplaces that are free from racial harassment and discrimination.

Since the CRA, the USA’s promise of equal opportunity and treatment for all citizens has inched closer to fulfilment. This has been done through the tireless effort of courageous lawyers, judges and legislators. However a lot of transformation still needs to take place in the USA because researchers have

---

277 Ibid.
278 Ibid.
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found that black people and dark-skinned minorities lag well behind white people in virtually every area of societal life, they are about three times more likely to be poor than white people, earn about 40% less than white people and have about an eighth of the net worth that white people have. Black people in the USA also receive inferior education compared to white people even when they attend integrated institutions. Therefore at first glance it may seem as though racial harassment and discrimination have been eradicated but there is evidence that this is not so because of the amount of cases involving racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace and as such it is safe to conclude that black people and most minorities in the USA are at the “bottom of the well.” The question that remains is, have Martin Luther King Junior’s words remained “just a dream.”?

284 Note 281 above.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this research was to address the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. The first research question was aimed at establishing the extent to which the EEA and other legislation addresses the problem of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. The finding to this research question is that it is with no doubt that the Constitution and the EEA make provision for the elimination and prevention of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. Together with the above legislation, it can be concluded from this research that employers have also complied with legislation by imposing serious sanctions towards employees who have subjected other employees to racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace. However it is still possible to eliminate this problem of racial harassment and discrimination where employers can facilitate difficult dialogues about racial harassment and transformation in the workplace.286 Employers also need to have integrity and be trusted that they will not take employees back to the position they were in before the implementation of our democratic era.287

The second research question was aimed at establishing whether South African courts effectively address the problem of racial harassment and discrimination. It is found in this research that racial harassment and discrimination continues to be a problem in the workplace, judging from the vast amount of racial harassment cases that courts are confronted with and reports of racial harassment that never make it to court. However, despite this, courts have shown to have a very low tolerance of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace by going to the extent of dismissing anybody who has subjected another employee to racial harassment and discrimination. USA courts have also followed suit because of

287 Author Unknown 2016 HR Future: Take your eLearning to New Height www.hrfuture.net [date of use 26 May 2016].
their sensitive history, the CRA and USA courts ensures the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.

Going forward, one can recommend that courts should develop a test for racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace in order to maintain consistency. This test developed by courts should be applied by other courts and employers who are faced with this problem of racial harassment and discrimination. Employers on the other hand should put in place workplace rules and policies to ensure that racial harassment and discrimination are eliminated and anyone who is guilty of such conduct must be disciplined accordingly.

Keeping in mind that South Africa’s Constitution is based on the fundamental values of equality, dignity and freedom it is evident from this research that although racial harassment and discrimination is still a problem, courts, legislators and employers are united in the elimination of racial harassment and discrimination in the workplace.
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